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Maryland, College Park, MarylandABSTRACT The lac repressor protein (LacI) efficiently represses transcription of the lac operon in Escherichia coli by binding
to two distant operator sites on the bacterial DNA and causing the intervening DNA to form a loop. We employed single-molecule
tethered particle motion to observe LacI-mediated loop formation and breakdown in DNA constructs that incorporate optimized
operator binding sites and intrinsic curvature favorable to loop formation. Previous bulk competition assays indirectly measured
the loop lifetimes in these optimized DNA constructs as being on the order of days; however, we measured these same lifetimes
to be on the order of minutes for both looped and unlooped states. In a range of single-molecule DNA competition experiments,
we found that the resistance of the LacI-DNA complex to competitive binding is a function of both the operator strength and the
interoperator sequence. To explain these findings, we present what we believe to be a new kinetic model of loop formation and
DNA competition. In this proposed newmodel, we hypothesize a new unlooped state in which the unbound DNA-binding domain
of the LacI protein interacts nonspecifically with nonoperator DNA adjacent to the operator site at which the second LacI DNA-
binding domain is bound.INTRODUCTIONProtein-mediated DNA looping, in which a protein or pro-
tein complex binds to at least two discrete sites on a DNA
molecule, is a ubiquitous mechanism for the control of bio-
logical functions, such as the regulation of transcription,
replication, or DNA repair (1). The lac repressor protein
(LacI) in Escherichia coli has emerged as a prime model
system to study DNA looping (2), as it is well characterized
from a biological standpoint in vivo (3,4), and has been
extensively studied in vitro in a host of biochemical and
thermodynamic assays (5–8). Single-molecule techniques
have enabled the direct observation of loop formation and
breakdown events (9). In addition, the crystal structure of
the LacI-DNA complex is known (10), which makes this
system amenable to modeling approaches ranging from
molecular-dynamics simulations of the protein (11) to
elastic rod models of the DNA loop (12,13), and multiscale
approaches that combine the two (14).
This wealth of approaches to studying the lac operon has
enabled researchers to ask new kinds of questions about the
loop formation process. With the advent of single-molecule
techniques, it is now feasible to compare quantitative
models of this process to experiments probing underlying
mechanics. For the lac repressor loop, the goal of testing
sequence-dependent loop stability led to the design of
DNA constructs with interoperator sequence employing in-
tegrated A-tracts that bend the DNA; these sequences also
utilized a pair of symmetric operators known to bind LacISubmitted September 19, 2013, and accepted for publication December 12,
2013.
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0006-3495/14/02/0705/11 $2.00more tightly (15). The resulting LacI-DNA looped com-
plexes were shown to be hyperstable using electrophoretic
mobility shift competition and FRET assays (16–18). Elas-
ticity models have shown that such intrinsic curvature can
affect the bending energy of the DNA loop by as much as
38%. The (corresponding) simulated absolute energetic
contribution of 11.1 kJ/mol (12), when compared to the
LacI-DNA binding energy interaction of 64.9–66.2 kJ/mol
(19), is computed to affect loop stability by a factor of 90.
Competition assays by Mehta and Kahn (16) and Haeus-
ler et al. (18), in which the hyperstable LacI-DNA complex
is incubated with a large excess of free competitor DNA,
found lifetimes of these protein-DNA complexes to be on
the order of a day; these lifetimes also varied with the
intrinsic curvature and the phasing of the operator sites on
the substrate DNA. To shed light on the reason for this
high temporal stability, we used tethered particle micro-
scopy (TPM) to directly measure lifetimes of looped and
unlooped states in single DNA molecules of these con-
structs. The principle of these measurements is illustrated
in Fig. 1. We measured both of these lifetimes to be on
the order of minutes, apparently in marked contrast to the
bulk competition assays.
Furthermore, we performed single-molecule DNA com-
petition assays on a variety of DNAs to characterize the sta-
bility of the LacI-DNA complex as a function of intrinsic
curvature, interoperator distance, and operator strength.
For the curved constructs, our findings imply that the prob-
ability of loop reformation is much higher than that for
transfer of LacI to a competing DNA molecule. In addition,
we find the protein-DNA binding complex is sensitive to the
operator binding strength as well as interoperator DNAhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.12.024
FIGURE 1 The principle of loop detection by
TPM. The unlooped state is proposed to be a com-
bination of (U2) doubly- and (U1) singly-occupied
DNA (purple, with operator binding sites in red)
with their corresponding interconversions at rates
kþ and k, respectively. The substrate DNA in
complex with LacI (brown), while in the U1 state,
reversibly loops (at rate kL) to give state L, and L
unloops (at rate kU). The beads, tethered to DNA,
are shown (light blue); arrows bracketing them
illustrate bead planar RMS (Brownian) motion.
To see this figure in color, go online.
706 Revalee et al.sequence length and basepair (bp) composition. These find-
ings necessitate a revision of the kinetic model of the DNA
competition process.MATERIAL AND METHODS
DNA constructs
To measure loop formation and breakdown rates in designed hyperstable
complexes, we investigated three DNA constructs designed by Mehta and
Kahn (16) using TPM (9,20,21). These DNA constructs, designated
9C14, 11C12, and Unbent Control (UBC) by their architects, feature two
20-bp ideal (symmetric) lac operators AATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATT
with interoperator separations (operator center-to-center distances) of
156, 155, and 158 bp. The intervening DNA in 9C14 and 11C12 contains
suitably phased A-tracts to obtain an intrinsic bend in the DNA that brings
the operators closer to the binding sites on the protein; UBC contains a
random sequence in this region. The two prebent sequences differ in the
helical phasing of the A-tract relative to the two operators (and there is
one fewer basepair in the interoperator sequence of 11C12 relative to
9C14). From the way the A-tracts are phased, it is expected and observed
that the 9C14 and 11C12 constructs favor distinct loop topologies
(12,16,17,22).
We further performed TPM in a pair of DNA constructs without intrinsic
curvature that were labeled 702 Unbent and 700 OSYM; the interoperator
distances in these two DNA constructs are 304 and 303 bp, respectively.
The 702 Unbent construct is a shortened version of the 1316-bp construct
of Chen et al. (23), which was amplified with a pair of 50-labeled
primers, 50-biotin CCGCCTTTGAGTGAGCTGAT and 50-digoxigenin
GGGTTATTGTCTCATGAGCGG from Integrated DNA Technologies
(Coralville, IA) yielding an end-functionalized construct of length
702 bp. The two LacI operator binding sites in 702 Unbent are both O1
values of AATTGTTATCCGCTCACAATT. The 700 OSYM construct is a
modified form of the 702 Unbent construct, which is identical in sequence,
save that the operator binding sites are ideal (symmetric) lac operators, with
a sequence AATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATT. This DNA construct was
amplified from a plasmid (pJ201, DNA 2.0) using the same primers that
were employed above for 702 Unbent.TPM measurements
Loop formation and breakdown assays were conducted by filling the flow
cell (construction according to Chen et al. (24)) with ligand-binding buffer
(LBB) (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 200 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM
DTT, and 5% v/v DMSO) and LacI, purified according to previously pub-
lished protocols (18), at concentrations ranging from 160 to 220 pM
(measured in terms of active LacI dimer). In some cases, 5 mM MgCl2
was added to the final LBB mixture. In addition, a minority of the LacI pro-
tein utilized in TPM was obtained from GenScript (Piscataway, NJ). The
motion of the tethered microsphere was observed with a custom-builtBiophysical Journal 106(3) 705–715microscope using bright-field illumination. The image was collected by a
60 objective (PlanApo 60/1.45 Oil; Olympus, Center Valley, PA) and
imaged onto a Peltier-cooled Cascade 650 (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) or
Pixelink PL-B741 (PixeLINK, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) charge-coupled
device camera. The images were then band-pass-filtered in Fourier space
to remove image artifacts. Video data were acquired at a frame rate ranging
from 20 to 40 frames/s, typically for 1–4 h per measurement.Data analysis—obtaining TPM traces from image
data
All analysis of acquired video data were performed using custom codes
written in the softwareMATLAB(TheMathWorks,Natick,MA).Each video
framewas separated into regions of interest (ROI),whichwere typically 60
60 px2 and contained only one tethered bead per ROI. The position of the
center of the bead in each ROI was determined by finding the maximum of
the correlation between the diffraction-limited image and a copy of itself
rotated by 180. This pseudo-autocorrelation only works on sparse samples
that have one bead per ROI, but it is computationally fast, it is easily imple-
mented using a fast-Fourier transform, and it allows one to find the position
of the beadwith nanometer accuracywithout the need to assumeany property
of the point-spread function except rotational symmetry.
The x and y positions of each bead were Butterworth-filtered (with a
high-pass cutoff frequency of 0.05 Hz) to remove instrument drift before
the raw displacement,
rðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2FILTðtÞ þ y2FILTðtÞ
q
;
was calculated. To obtain data on individual looping events, three classes of
beads were excluded:1. Beads that exhibited an asymmetric distribution of movement, con-
firmed by measuring circularity of the filtered xy positions (20), pre-
sumed to be multiple tethers (i.e., multiple DNAs tethered to one
single bead);
2. Beads that exhibited no apparent movement (irreversible sticking of the
beads to the coverslips); and
3. Beads that exhibited excessive apparent movement (multiple beads per
image or possibly DNA nicking, confirmed by visual examination of
the image data and measurement of xy-autocorrelation decay times).
Using these guidelines for data exclusion, 47% in total of all beads were
accepted for displacement trace analysis.
The looped state was established by computing a running average of the
raw displacement data, r(t), over a 2-s window to obtain a root-mean-square
(RMS) displacement,
R2 sðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2ðtÞ2 s
q
:
This RMS data was then further processed by removal of extreme outlier
points (which were possibly due to erroneous xy positions from the
LacI Resistance to Competitive Binding 707image-fitting algorithm). For most beads, the total number of excluded
outlier points was <3% of the acquired images. For the DNA constructs
UBC, 9C14, and 11C12, the short interoperator distance gave looped and
unlooped state Gaussian peaks in RMS histograms that were too close to
properly distinguish, and further averaging of the RMS data was needed.
Thus, the running average of the RMS data for these DNAs was performed
over a 10-s window,
R10 sðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2ðtÞ10 s
q
:
For the remainder of this work, the term ‘‘bead RMS’’ always refers to the
quantity, R .10 sLoop lifetimes and their associated probability
distributions
Lifetimes of looped and unlooped states were obtained by defining a single
threshold to the RMS motion of the bead, above which the DNA was
deemed to be in the unlooped state and below which it was deemed to
have formed a loop. Because the temporal resolution limit in RMS traces
is proportional to the running average window size (and thus any events
significantly below this limit were likely spurious), events with a duration
of <2 s were excluded from lifetime analysis. For the DNA constructs
9C14, 11C12, and UBC, the temporal cutoff for observed lifetimes was
taken as 10 s because of the higher running average window size used in
the analysis of their RMS traces.
Lifetime distributions of the looped and unlooped states were generated
using cumulative exponential probability distributions. All unlooped and
looped data from all DNAs observed were found to fit well to biexponential
probability distribution functions. We integrate the standard (normalized)
biexponential probability density function,
r2ðtÞ ¼ Cr1ðt; t1Þ þ ð1 CÞr1ðt; t2Þ
¼ Cð1=t1Þet=t1 þ ð1 CÞð1=t2Þet=t2 ;
(1)
to obtain the standard biexponential cumulative distribution,P2ðtÞ ¼
Z t
0
r2ðt0Þdt0 ¼ C

1 et=t1
þ ð1 CÞ1 et=t2;
(2)
where t1, t2, and C are fitting parameters. This method is superior to more
commonly used exponential fits to lifetime histograms because no informa-
tion is lost by binning; this is a distinct advantage when the number of data
points is comparatively small.
Because the running average window of 2 s creates an effective temporal
resolution limit, it was necessary to modify the above distribution to
account for missed short-time events. We integrate and renormalize the
biexponential probability density function given above, r2(t), to obtain a
modified (i.e., renormalized) distribution,Pmod2 ðtÞ ¼
R t
Tshort
r2ðt0Þdt0R Tlong
Tshort
r2ðt0Þdt0
¼ C

eTshort=t1  et=t1þ ð1 CÞeTshort=t2  et=t2
CðeTshort=t1  eTlong=t1Þ þ ð1 CÞðeTshort=t2  eTlong=t2Þ: (3)In the above equation, Tshort and Tlong are the lower and upper limits, respec-
tively, of temporal resolution in lifetime measurements. Defining the
quantitiesr ¼ C=ð1 CÞ
andr0 ¼ reð1=t21=t1ÞTshort ;
the formula of the modified distribution can be simplified so that it becomesPmod2 ðtÞ ¼
r0

1 eðtTshortÞ=t1þ 1 eðtTshortÞ=t2
r0

1 eðTlongTshortÞ=t1

þ 1 eðTlongTshortÞ=t2
;
(4)
where r is a partition ratio, and r0 is thus the effective partition ratio after
renormalization.As described above, the value of the lower limit, Tshort, is set to the size of
the RMS running window, which, depending on the DNA construct being
analyzed, is 2 or 10 s; this is the minimum observable lifetime for a data
set. The upper limit, Tlong, is proportional to the observation time of the
experiments. Because this was typically several hours, it is a good approx-
imation for Tlong to be taken to infinity. Thus, the modified biexponential
cumulative probability distribution reduces to
Pmod2 ðtÞ ¼ C0

1 eðtTshortÞ=t1
þ ð1 C0Þ1 eðtTshortÞ=t2; (5)
where C0 ¼ r0/(r0 þ 1) can be thought of as the renormalized version of the
C parameter. This fit function is utilized in all fits to cumulative distribu-tions of lifetimes that follow, and all values that follow of the renormalized
parameter, C0, are converted to the standard parameter, C, in all tables given
below using the above conversion formulae for r and r0.Single-molecule competition assays
In a single-molecule competition assay (SMCA), a TPM experiment was set
up as described above. The flow cell was incubated with LacI (160–220 pM)
in LBB for ~30 min, and after this time unlabeled competitor DNA is flowed
into the chamber. Initially, 40-bp double-stranded DNA oligomers GAAGC
TAGCTAATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTCGTTGTGGTA were used at a
final concentration of 100 nM, as competitor DNA for 9C14.
Additional SMCAs were performed as above for the UBC, 9C14,
702 Unbent, and 700 OSYM DNA constructs. In these experiments, the
competitor DNA sequences were identical to that of the tethered DNA,
without the biotin or digoxigenin labels, at a final free DNA concentration
of 50 nM. PCR amplification of these unlabeled DNA competitor molecules
was performed as described above for the tethered DNA constructs. The
primers (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) used to amplify the competitor DNA
molecules were identical in sequence to the primers used to make the
labeled DNA molecules, but lacked labels.
After data collection and bead analysis (as described for TPM image
data), bead RMS traces would be analyzed as follows: in data sets in which
loop formation was present after the addition of competitor DNA, the cessa-
tion of or continuation of loop formation and breakdown after a fewminutes’ incubation with competitor DNAwas monitored. Such a cessation
of loop formation and breakdown events would reveal that LacI was not still
in complex with its substrate DNA and thus had been competed off; thisBiophysical Journal 106(3) 705–715
708 Revalee et al.measured time from addition of competitor DNA to the cessation of further
loop formation events is taken as the competition time (i.e., one data point
in an SMCA experiment).RESULTS
The kinetics of protein-mediated DNA loop formation and
breakdown reveal the intricate molecular processes at
work in the interactions between nucleic acids and their
associated enzymes. Although bulk assays may reveal
details of stability and equilibrium populations in such
systems, the details of kinetic processes are obscured by
bulk averaging. Thus, to gain a full and detailed model of
DNA looping mediated by LacI, it was necessary to perform
single-molecule experimental observations of loop forma-
tion and breakdown events in the DNA constructs studied
in this work.TPM measurements
Using TPM, we observed:
1. A LacI-mediated loop formation and breakdown in 9C14
and 11C12 (previously shown to form hyperstable com-
plexes in free solution (16));
2. An Unbent Control molecule of similar length (denoted
‘‘UBC’’); and
3. Two other unbent DNAs designated 702 Unbent (which
contains two O1 operators) and 700 OSYM (which is iden-
tical to 702 Unbent except that it contains symmetric/
ideal operators).
The video data yield time traces that are exemplified in
Fig. 2.
Using a previously studied theoretical model of bead
motion in TPM (25), we compute that the difference inFIGURE 2 A partial time trace of two-dimensional averaged bead RMS
displacement for a 9C14 TPM experiment with its corresponding RMS
histogram. Several loops are readily visible as sustained dips in bead
RMS motion (averaged over a 10-s running window); this sample shows
only two populations with different bead RMS values. The average differ-
ence in r between looped and unlooped states is ~29 nm; because this is a
two-dimensional average, the three-dimensional difference in tether length
is greater. To see this figure in color, go online.
Biophysical Journal 106(3) 705–715observed bead RMS levels (i.e., between looped and
unlooped states) for the DNAs used in TPM should be
~16 nanometers (nm) for the hyperstable constructs. How-
ever, we observed an approximate difference of 25–30 nm
(as shown in Fig. 2) between Gaussian peaks in bead
RMS displacement for these constructs.
To obtain lifetimes of the looped and unlooped states, we
analyzed the times between successive loop formation and
breakdown events using cumulative probability distribu-
tions. The lifetimes were fit to a modified biexponential
probability distribution function, P2
mod(t), with three fitting
parameters: C, t1, and t2. The lifetime distributions of all
DNAs are plotted in Fig. 3, and the values of loop and
unlooped state lifetimes obtained from cumulative fits are
summarized in Table 1.
The distribution of loop lifetimes for all DNAs are well fit
by a modified biexponential function. This was verified by
monitoring the norm of the residuals (i.e., ‘‘resnorm’’) in
both standard and modified single- and biexponential fits.
For all DNAs measured, the modified biexponential cumu-
lative distribution fit function minimized the resnorm.
Furthermore, candidate functions with more fitting parame-
ters than that of the modified biexponential fit function were
found not to cause any further significant minimization of
the resnorm. The two terms of the biexponential fit imply
the existence of at least two distinct species of LacI-DNA
loops. For 9C14 and 11C12, these two loop species are
indistinguishable in their average bead RMS values in
TPM experiments.
For all DNAs measured, the unlooped state lifetime distri-
butions require a biexponential fit. Similar to the loop
lifetimes, this was also verified by minimization of the re-
snorm with several additional candidate fit functions. The
best-fit for unlooped lifetimes is also found to be a modified
biexponential function.
The biexponential nature of the unlooped lifetime distri-
butions implies that two distinguishable unlooped states
were observed in these constructs. We propose that such a
distribution should be expected for a TPM experiment
with a high enough concentration of LacI to allow for dou-
ble occupancy of the operators; this would manifest as an
additional unlooped state (U2 in Fig. 1). The kinetic param-
eters of this proposed model (kL, kþ, k) are shown in Fig. 1.
Although this kinetic model has been explored in previous
work (23,26,27) and the expected concentration-depen-
dence of k established (27), we have now solved this
model and obtained analytic formulae for three of the model
parameters in terms of the three fit parameters for a biexpo-
nential distribution (C, t1, and t2),
kL ¼ C=t1 þ ð1 CÞ=t2; (6)
kþ ¼ 1=kLt1t2; (7)k ¼ ð1 CÞ=t1 þ C=t2  kþ: (8)
FIGURE 3 Cumulative distributions of looped
and unlooped lifetimes. The top two graphs give
the looped (A) and unlooped (B) lifetimes of the
DNA constructs 9C14, 11C12, and UBC (studied
previously by Mehta and Kahn (16)) measured
through TPM experiments. The bottom two graphs
give the loop (C) and unlooped (D) lifetimes of
the unbent DNA constructs (i.e., 702 Unbent, 700
OSYM, and UBC)—also from single-molecule
measurements. To see this figure in color, go
online.
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structs are given in Table 2.Single-molecule competition assays with 9C14
To test the validity of the results of prior bulk experiments
on the hyperstable constructs, we performed single-mole-
cule versions of the DNA competition assay of Mehta and
Kahn (16) on 9C14. The principle of these SMCAs is
diagrammed in Fig. 4, and sample traces of SMCAs with
9C14 are plotted in Fig. 5. Two different competitor DNA
sequences were used in the 9C14 SMCAs. When a 40-bp
double-stranded DNA competitor containing a single sym-
metric/ideal operator was used at a final concentration inTABLE 1 The results of cumulative fits to TPM data
DNA construct
Unlooped (U)
lifetimes (t1, t2, s)
Unlooped (U)
populations (C)
Number of
events
11C12 9.4 5 1.2 0.3095 0.044 127
126.45 1.8 0.691 (5 0.044)
9C14 4.3 5 1.3 0.285 0.07 47
266.05 5.6 0.72 (5 0.07)
Unbent control 24.85 1.2 0.6575 0.025 67
2225 21 0.343 (5 0.025)
700 OSYM 5.435 0.09 0.8715 0.007 144
1365 17 0.129 (5 0.007)
702 Unbent 5.285 0.08 0.5255 0.007 580
37.815 0.43 0.475 (5 0.007)
Values of lifetimes and populations are given5 the estimated uncertainty from
the amount of looping observed, we operated at a concentration of LacI (110–1
optimal and also invariant to small changes in protein concentration (33).the chamber of 100 nM, although observation times ex-
ceeded 3–4 h, loop formation and breakdown was found
to continue even at these late times for the DNA tethers
observed (top trace in Fig. 5).
A second set of SMCA experiments was then performed
on 9C14 in which full-sequence unlabeled 9C14 DNA was
used as the competitor DNA; the full-length competitor
was used to test whether a long tail (i.e., several hundred
basepairs of DNA downstream and upstream of an operator)
was required for LacI to properly find its operator binding
site on competitor DNA molecules. Similar to the initial
SMCAs, loop formation and breakdown were also found
to continue after several hours and to exceed the experi-
mental observation window in this second set of competitionU Looped (L)
lifetimes (t1, t2, s)
Looped (L)
populations (C) Number of L events
13.995 0.61 0.5355 0.018 124
199.25 4.6 0.465 (5 0.018)
18.415 0.87 0.5605 0.016 65
3445 18 0.440 (5 0.016)
17.05 1.3 0.3285 0.012 71
4295 15 0.672 (5 0.012)
24.25 1.1 0.4355 0.013 147
227.35 6.5 0.565 (5 0.013)
3.615 0.15 0.2105 0.013 578
17.145 0.12 0.790 (5 0.013)
the biexponential fits. Because the concentration of LacI is known to affect
60 pM) at which the observed amount of looping has been reported to be
Biophysical Journal 106(3) 705–715
TABLE 2 Summary of unlooped state lifetimes in the kinetic model
Equation 702 Unbent 700 OSYM Unbent control 9C14 11C12
tU (U1/ L, s) 8.925 0.22 6.205 0.15 35.75 2.9 14.75 7.9 26.15 5.7
tþ (U2/ U1, s) 22.365 0.49 1195 16 1545 19 775 22 45.65 6.5
t (U1/ U2, s) 16.915 0.63 46.05 3.8 975 15 6.45 2.6 18.65 3.6
The three kinetic model parameters given in this table are: tU ¼ 1/kL (U/ L, s), tþ ¼ 1/kþ (U2/ U1, s), and t ¼ 1/k (U1/ U2, s). Values of these
parameters in TPM measurements for all DNAs are given above.
710 Revalee et al.assays (bottom trace in Fig. 5). All subsequent SMCAs
performed on all other DNA constructs utilized full-length
unlabeled competitor DNA that was identical in sequence
to the tethered DNA substrate.Single-molecule competition assays with unbent
DNAs
Additional SMCAs were performed on three constructs
that contain random (i.e., not intrinsically curved or bent)
interoperator sequences—UBC, 702 Unbent, and 700
OSYM. Example traces of these SMCAs are given in
Fig. 6. All three of the unbent DNA constructs evinced
multiple levels of looped RMS. For all three DNAs, LacI
was competed off in <1 h (mean competition time); the re-
sults of all competition assays performed are summarized
in Table 3.
By using the mean competition times, it is possible to
derive a temporal stability of the unlooped state to competi-
tion. Specifically, the product of the mean competition time,
tcomp, and the relative population of the LacI-DNA complex
in the unlooped state,
Punlooped ¼ tðUÞ=ðtðUÞ þ tðLÞÞ;
can be taken as the time available for competition in the
unlooped state,
Tavail ¼ tcomp  Punlooped ¼ tcomp=ð1þ tðLÞ=tðUÞÞ: (9)
The quantities t(L) and t(U) are the mean times spent
in the looped and unlooped states, respectively, for
each DNA construct. Of all DNAs measured, only the
intrinsically curved (hyperstable) constructs 9C14 and
11C12 demonstrate a strong resistance to binding of DNA
competitor.Biophysical Journal 106(3) 705–715DISCUSSION
Multiple species of LacI-DNA loops
Single-molecule measurements of loop formation and
breakdown events for all DNAs used revealed dynamics
that were averaged over in bulk experiments. In each
DNA construct measured through TPM, multiple species
of both looped and unlooped states were observed through
the presence of more than one exponential term from their
lifetime distributions.
Previous TPM studies found that multiple looped
species are observed to appear and disappear with the
phasing of operator binding sites (28). This observation
may explain why multiple looped RMS levels were
observed in the DNA constructs UBC, 700 OSYM, and
702 Unbent (Fig. 6), but not in 9C14 or 11C12; that
is, the presence or absence of A-tract sequences may
affect the overall phasing of the interoperator regions
of the hyperstable constructs. However, while the ex-
istence of several loop species may not manifest as
multiple well-defined looped RMS levels in every con-
struct measured, they are visible by the requirement of
biexponential fits to loop lifetime distributions. Thus, mul-
tiple species of looped states exist in all DNAs studied
in TPM.
There are several possible theoretical explanations for the
different types of looped states observed:
1. They could be due to different binding topologies of
LacI-DNA (12). In fact, the hyperstable DNA constructs
(9C14 and 11C12) were designed to favor distinct LacI-
DNA binding topologies (12,16,17,22). However, these
different topologies would not be able to interconvert,
and because interconversion between looped states with
differing RMS levels was observed in UBC (this canFIGURE 4 Schematic of a single-molecule
competition assay. The looped complex (L) breaks
down into an unlooped state (U) in which it is
available for competition. Upon competitor DNA
binding, a sandwich complex (S) is formed which
has equal chance of becoming loop-ready (U)
again or being competed off entirely and becoming
free DNA (F). Note that of these states, only L is
observed as a looped state. States U, S, and F are
all seen as unlooped states and are thus indistin-
guishable in the SMCA. To see this figure in color,
go online.
FIGURE 5 Example traces of SMCAs with 9C14-LacI loops. (Top trace)
An SMCAwith 9C14 as the tethered DNA substrate and 100 nM of 40-bp
double-stranded DNA oligomers containing a single symmetric/ideal oper-
ator as competitor. (Bottom trace) An SMCAwith 9C14 as the substrate, but
in this case 50 nM of full sequence (unlabeled) 9C14 is used as the compet-
itor DNA. Both traces (top and bottom) show similar results, indicating that
the competitor DNA sequence, so long as it contains a symmetric (ideal)
operator, does not greatly affect the competitive resistance of the LacI-
DNA complex. Because two different polystyrene beads sizes (diameters
0.44 and 0.54 mm, respectively) were employed in the top and bottom
traces, there is an offset in the vertical axis. To see this figure in color, go
online.
LacI Resistance to Competitive Binding 711be seen in the example UBC trace at the top of Fig. 6, in
which loops of different average RMS values are visible
and also seen in Wong et al. (28)), this possibility alone
cannot give rise to all of the different looped states
observed in the TPM data presented.
2. It is possible that LacI adopts differing conformations,
such as LacI adopting a more open structure than its
canonical, crystallized V-shape (16). Such alternative
protein conformations would give rise to DNA loops
that differ significantly in their temporal stabilities. Evi-
dence for such different protein conformations has been
found in measurements of LacI solution structures (29)
as well as single-molecule experiments with LacI mu-
tants (30,31). Using the aforementioned model of Segall
et al. (25), we compute that the difference between bead
RMS in open and closed states of LacI in the DNAs used
here should be 1.6–2.2 nm; however, given that the dif-
ferences in RMS between looped and unlooped states
observed here vary from the model of Segall et al. (25)
by less than a factor of 2, this result could be simply
stated as that a difference of <5 nm should be observed
in the RMS values of the different LacI conformations.
The difference is significantly less than the spatial reso-
lution limit in our TPM experiments of 16 nm (computed
by summing the half-widths at half-maximum of two
Gaussians with standard deviations equal to 7 nm—theaverage value from histogram fits to RMS data). There
is no observed correlation between loop breakdown
rate and average loop RMS; if these different loop spe-
cies were due to observably different LacI states, such
correlations would be expected. Therefore, although
LacI may adopt different conformations, such differ-
ences should not contribute significantly to observed
differences in RMS levels and thus they do not explain
the multiple RMS levels (corresponding to multiple
looped states) observed in bead RMS traces in TPM
experiments.
3. We ran test simulations (detailed in the Supporting
Material) demonstrating that if a second loop lifetime
is present which is much shorter than the filtering
window (i.e., 10 s for the hyperstable constructs), then
a second exponential term would not be immediately
apparent in fitting the lifetime data. Thus, it is conceiv-
able that previous TPM work in the literature that did
not find biexponential distributions for loop lifetimes
may also require this.Multiple unlooped states and kinetic model
computations
The unlooped state lifetime is significantly different for the
two curved DNA constructs 11C12 and 9C14, with 9C14
remaining in its unlooped state twice as long on average.
This agrees with predictions of different loop topologies
in these two constructs (16,32), which should give rise to
different loop formation rates.
Two of the constructs measured in TPM experiments—
702 unbent and 700 OSYM—differ only in the strength of
their operators, with 700 OSYM containing ideal symmetric
operator binding sites. We find (Table 2) that the DNAs with
stronger (i.e., ideal) operators (UBC and 700 OSYM) spend
more time in U2, as measured by tþ, than the DNAs without
ideal symmetric operator sites (702 Unbent); thus, we have
found experimentally the second unlooped state (U2 in
Fig. 1) corresponds to LacI double-occupancy on a DNA
substrate.
Furthermore, it is apparent that UBC takes considerably
longer to form loops than does 700 OSYM or 702 Unbent,
as measured by tU ¼ 1/kL. This is expected because the
shorter interoperator length of the hyperstable constructs,
which is close to the value of the persistence length of
DNA, increases the energetic cost of loop formation
which manifests as a correspondingly lower j-factor and
thus a lower loop formation rate for UBC (and the
hyperstable constructs 9C14 and 11C12) as compared to
700 OSYM and 702 Unbent (which have an interoperator
distance approximately twice that of UBC). Previous
experimental work also attests to a lower j-factor for an
interoperator distance close to the persistence length of
DNA (33).Biophysical Journal 106(3) 705–715
FIGURE 6 Example traces of SMCAs with
unbent DNAs. The three graphs above give
SMCA traces of UBC (top), 700 OSYM (middle),
and 702 Unbent (bottom). In each graph, time
zero (highlighted by a vertical red line) is the
time at which competitor DNA was flowed into
the chamber. As opposed to the RMS traces from
the intrinsically curved DNA 9C14 in Figs. 2
and 5, all unbent DNA constructs showed multiple
levels of looped RMS. To see this figure in color,
go online.
712 Revalee et al.The DNA construct 702 Unbent is a shorter version of a
construct previously utilized by Finzi and Gelles (9);
because these authors published results of biexponential
fits to their unlooped lifetime data, it possible to input their
fit values into the above kinetic model to obtain estimates of
model parameters. For their 1151-bp DNA construct, we
compute the loop formation time to be tU ¼ 7.2 5 4.1 s,
which is in good agreement with the loop formation time
of 702 Unbent given in Table 2. This represents a second
verification of the principle of the kinetic model of loop for-
mation utilized presently (Fig. 1).TABLE 3 Stabilities of LacI-DNA in the presence of competitor
Equation 11C12
t(U), mean of unlooped (U) times (s) 128.9
st,U, standard deviation of unlooped (U) times (s) 151.6
t(L), mean of looped (L) times (s) 160.2
st,L, standard deviation of looped (L) times (s) 225.5
Punlooped ¼ t(U)/(t(U) þ t(L)) 0.4459
Competition time, tcomp (s), with number of data points
(in parentheses)
188,941*
Time available for competition, tavail ¼ tcomp  Punlooped (s) 84,242
This table gives four sets of data for each DNA construct: the averages and stand
of the unlooped state, the mean competition times, and the time available for
competition times for 9C14 and 11C12 (marked by *) were not resolvable in
data of Mehta and Kahn (16) as follows: After 24 h incubation with 50 nM DN
been competed off its DNA substrate, is taken to follow an exponential decay
time, tcomp ¼ 24 h/Loge(P(24 h)). These temporal stabilities are on the order o
Biophysical Journal 106(3) 705–715Moreover, one of the DNA constructs of Wong et al.
(28) has an interoperator distance of 158 bp, contains
two symmetric/ideal operators, and is assumed to be not
intrinsically curved; this construct, which we designate
158 OSYM, is therefore comparable to UBC in this
work. Similar to Finzi and Gelles (9), these authors gave
fit values of unlooped lifetime data to biexponential
probability distributions for all their DNAs as supple-
mentary information. Inputting in their unlooped life-
time distribution fit values for 158 OSYM, we obtain
a loop formation time, tU ¼ 31.3 5 2.9 s, which is9C14 Unbent control 700 OSYM 702 Unbent
263.6 107.9 44.8 25.3
326.6 182.9 161.8 32.5
177.7 401.4 153.2 18.9
283.5 697.6 230.2 27.9
0.5973 0.2119 0.2263 0.5724
112,835* 8485 132 (3) 17005 1046 (2) 3775 184 (7)
67,399 1805 28 3855 237 2165 105
ard deviations of looped (L) and unlooped (U) times, the relative population
competition (computed using the latter two quantities). Because the mean
single-molecule measurements, these data were computed from the bulk
A (unlabeled) competitor, the relative population of LacI, P, that had not
law, P(t) ¼ et=tcomp , from which we can compute the mean competition
f days.
LacI Resistance to Competitive Binding 713comparable to the loop formation time of UBC (also given
in Table 2).
Finally, the concentration dependence of the kinetic
rates given in our unlooping model has been verified
previously (27). Thus, results from three different sets of
TPM experiments given in the literature corroborate the
above kinetic model of unlooping (Fig. 1) discussed
presently.Single-molecule loop lifetimes versus bulk loop
lifetimes
The most salient feature in the TPM data is that loop life-
times are of the order of minutes, which is in stark contrast
to lifetimes of days that were measured in the same com-
plexes by Mehta and Kahn (16) in bulk competition assays.
In those experiments, Mehta and Kahn radio-labeled the
9C14 and 11C12 DNA constructs, let LacI bind, and incu-
bated the complexes with up to a 50-fold excess of identical,
unlabeled DNA (corresponding to a hundredfold excess of
competing operators). The transfer of the protein to the
competitor DNA was monitored in a time series of gel
mobility shift assays. More recent experiments that utilized
fluorescently-labeled DNA (18) found that LacI-DNA loops
subjected to DNA competitor experienced a very slow
decrease of FRET over many hours; thus, the results of
two separate bulk assays agree with contemporary results
of single-molecule competition experiments using the
same DNA constructs.Competition assays—single-molecule
measurements
To further characterize why DNA competition times vary
dramatically between the intrinsically curved constructs
and the unbent constructs, it is necessary to identify which
variables can alter the outcome of an SMCA experiment.
It is noted that the competition times for UBC and 700
OSYM are of the same order of magnitude, although their
interoperator sequences differ in length by a factor of ~2.
This implies that the interoperator distance, while important
for the loop formation rate (Table 2), is observed to have
minimal effect on the competition time.702 Unbent and 700 OSYM differ significantly in their
SMCA results. These two DNA constructs are almost iden-
tical in sequence (in fact, 702 Unbent was derived from a
sequence used by Finzi and Gelles (9)) save that 702 Unbent
contains two wild-type O1 operators, whereas 700 OSYM
contains two symmetric/ideal operators. However, their
competition times observably diverge. Their loop formation
rates vary by a factor similar to that of their competition
rates. Thus, it is hypothesized that the differing results of ex-
periments with 702 Unbent and 700 OSYM are due to their
varying operator strengths. The stronger, symmetric/ideal
operators in 700 OSYM are seen to correspondingly increase
the dwell time, tþ (values given in Table 2), in the doubly-
occupied unlooped state, U2 (Fig. 1); therefore, such a cor-
responding increase in the competition time is expected and
observed.
Thus, single-molecule measurements limit the possible
explanations for vast differences in competitive resistances
in that only certain parameters have been shown to affect
competition times. Specifically, we have found that although
intrinsic curvature, operator strength, and interoperator
DNA sequence can change competition rates, interoperator
distance has no significant observable effect.A believed-new kinetic model of the DNA
competition assay harmonizes the two different
methods for measuring loop lifetimes
It is expected from theoretical estimates that at the concen-
trations of competitor DNA used (50–100 nM), once the
unlooped state is reached, competitor DNA should find
and bind to LacI, forming a sandwich complex (S in Figs.
4 and 7), in <1 s. Specifically, for a second-order reaction
like DNA competition, we expect the competition half-
time to obey
T1=2 ¼ Logeð2Þ=kcompcDNA;
where kcomp is the second-order reaction rate and cDNA is
the concentration of competitor DNA, which is 50 nM for
most SMCAs. Assuming an approximate value of kcomp z
108 M1 s1 (34,35), we obtain T1/2 z 0.14 s. Thus,
competitor DNA at such high concentrations should findFIGURE 7 A proposed-new kinetic model of
DNA competition. After a loop (L) has broken
down (U), we propose that three pathways are
possible: LacI (brown) can reform a loop (L) on
its substrate DNA (purple and red); or it can
interact nonspecifically (yellow ellipse) with the
adjacent DNA (U*); or it can form a sandwich
(S) with competitor DNA (red and aqua)—at
which point it has equal chance of being competed
off (F) or returning to the intermediate step (U). To
see this figure in color, go online.
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714 Revalee et al.free DNA-binding domains of LacI very quickly in solution.
Therefore, even while in the unlooped state, the unbound
DNA-binding domains of LacI must still be predominantly
unavailable for competitive binding.
To explain the observations and implications of the
SMCA results given above, we propose what we believe
to be a new kinetic model of the DNA competition process.
This proposed-new model is shown in Fig. 7. To consolidate
the observations made in bulk and single-molecule experi-
ments, both TPM and SMCA, it is necessary to add an addi-
tional unlooped state in which the LacI-DNA complex is
unavailable for competitive binding (U* in Fig. 7).
For this new state, U*, to not appear as an additional
looped state, there must be no significant interaction be-
tween LacI and DNA far downstream (i.e., near the second
operator site) in U*. Furthermore, for the second, unbound
(not bound to the distant, second operator site) DNA-bind-
ing domain of LacI to not be free to bind to competitor in
U*, the simplest possible explanation is occlusion of the
DNA-binding domain by adjacent substrate DNA. Previous
studies with LacI-DNA-IPTG loops have also found sig-
nificant interactions between LacI protein and adjacent non-
operator DNA (36). Thus, the sequence of the adjacent DNA
would be important in this believed-new model for deter-
mining the stability of U*.
Given that the intrinsically curved hyperstable constructs
(9C14 and 11C12) have a significantly different inter-
operator sequence (i.e., the A-tract bends), it is plausible
that the nonspecific interactions proposed to occur between
the unbound DNA-binding domain of LacI and adjacent
interoperator DNA could be very different between UBC
and the curved fragments (yellow ellipse in U*, Fig. 7). These
nonspecific interactions, if stabilized by a favorable adjacent
DNA sequence, could possibly create competitively-resis-
tant DNA sequences such as those measured in this work.
Furthermore, because UBC, 700 OSYM, and 702 Unbent
lack any phased A-tract bends in their DNA sequences, it
is thus expected that no large enhancement of the competitive
resistance should occur because no new, highly favorable in-
teractions would occur between the unbound DNA-binding
domain of LacI and adjacent, nonoperator DNA.
A semispecific protein-DNA loop, in which a DNA-bind-
ing domain of a transcription factor protein binds to nonop-
erator DNA, is not without precedent in molecular loops in
molecular biology. Such loops between the l-repressor pro-
tein, cI, and nonspecific DNA are proposed to be important
in lysogeny (37–42). Such semispecific loops could
comprise the proposed U* state, and would be indistinguish-
able from singly-bound LacI.
From the mean competition times and the computed rela-
tive unlooped populations, we compute the time available
for competition (Table 3) to differ by more than two orders
of magnitude between UBC and the intrinsically curved
DNAs (9C14 and 11C12). Thus, we propose that the new
unlooped state, U*, is ~100-fold more stable in 9C14 andBiophysical Journal 106(3) 705–71511C12 than in the unbent DNAs studied. Such stability
could result from transient interactions with the A-tract
sequences in the interoperator regions of the hyperstable
constructs. Thus, we propose that special DNA sequences
in regions adjacent to operator binding sites can stabilize
nonspecific interactions between the LacI protein and non-
operator DNA.
Our proposed-new model of the DNA competition ex-
periment gives a strong falsifiable prediction for future
observations of LacI-DNA interactions. Specifically, while
experiments thus far are consistent with this model, such
an interaction should be observable in targeted biochemical
assays of protein-DNA interactions. Classical assays of
LacI-DNA interactions have focused on thermodynamics
and stability of the LacI-operator interaction; therefore,
such second-order interactions with a nonoperator would
have been neglected. Thus, our SMCA results motivate
future experiments of LacI interactions with special se-
quences like the presently-utilized A-tracts.CONCLUSION
In summary, we have found that single-molecule measure-
ments of LacI-mediated DNA loop formation and break-
down events in intrinsically curved DNA substrates
showed lifetimes on the order of minutes for both looped
and unlooped states. These results motivate reinterpretation
of bulk DNA competition experiments, which found loops
in these DNA constructs to be stable on the order of days.
Single-molecule versions of these DNA competition assays
reproduced the findings of the earlier bulk experiments,
yielding resistance of the LacI-DNA looped complex that
extended for hours. To explain these results, we have pro-
posed what we believe is a new kinetic model of the DNA
competition process in which a semispecific looped form
U* sequesters the unbound DNA binding domain of LacI
away from the competing DNA, but the form U* does not
change the RMS DNA tether length measured in TPM.
The DNA sequence near the operator region is proposed
to affect the stability of U* by several orders of magnitude.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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